From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Vicente Garcia <vicente@aidemocracy.org>
Wednesday, November 14, 2007 2:16 PM
Leila Zand; Carah Ong
Chelsea; Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org; TeteA28@aol.com;
sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org; Ishorr@PSR.org; Kfuchs@Peace-Action.org;
marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org;
selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin Martin; patrick mcelwee;
Robert Naiman
Re: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets

Indeed, AID is working with CATO for several events and I think Chris would be a great addition. It would also be
powerful if we had the generals attend and reinforce the message.
In the spirit of collaboration, Americans for Informed Democracy (AID) will be hosting an event that compliments this
bigger event with Stephen Kinzer (and perhaps with CATO) that I wanted to briefly mention. In March we will be hosting
a videoconference with 150 students from the swing states of Florida, Ohio, New Mexico, and Colorado that will
culminate in a 3‐day summit in late July in Washington, DC, to engage those students in the advocacy of using diplomacy
in Iran to deter nuclear proliferation. It will consist of distinguished panels, discussions, birddog training, lobbying
workshops, film screenings, and a trip to the Hill. Each participant is to return to their state and take proactive steps
towards making their voices heard by the presidential candidates and their greater communities.
It would be great to mention this in the events that we have for Stephen Kinzer as another form of action and next
steps. I am in the beginning planning stages of the video conference, DC summit, and follow‐up events so please contact
me if you and/or your organization would like more information on how to become involved.
Thanks,
‐Vicente
On 11/14/07 3:49 PM, "Leila Zand" <lzand@forvps.welcome2htn.net> wrote:
> Thanks everyone. I understand your points.
> leila
>
> On Nov 14 13:40, "Carah Ong" <cong@armscontrolcenter.org> wrote:
>>
>> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>
>> I know that Scott Ritter has been doing quite a bit of talking on
>> Iran, but quite honestly, I haven't seen his messaging. Provided it's
>> on point, he would certainly be a good speaker.
>>
>> All the best,
>>
>> Carah
>>
>> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
>> From: Leila Zand [mailto:lzand@forvps.welcome2htn.net]
>> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2007 1:26 PM
>> To: Carah Ong
>> Cc: Chelsea; Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org;
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>> TeteA28@aol.com; sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org;
>> vicente@aidemocracy.org; Ishorr@PSR.org; Kfuchs@Peace‐Action.org;
>> marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org;
>> selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin Martin;
>> patrick mcelwee; Robert Naiman
>> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>
>> I would like to know what do you think about Scott Ritter as
>> co‐speaker, probably in NY.
>> leila
>>
>>
>> On Nov 14 11:54, "Carah Ong" <cong@armscontrolcenter.org> wrote:
>>>
>>> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>>
>>> I think all of those cities are good choices. Has anyone reached out
>> to
>>> Friends Committee on National Legislation and Women's Action for New
>>> Directions? They may also have chapters in these cities. Are there
>> other
>>> organizations with chapter groups who should be involved (like
>> American
>>> Friends Service Committee and World Council of Churches)? At the
>>> Iran meeting yesterday, it was suggested that we also involve
>>> religious groups in our efforts, perhaps we should also bring in
>>> Jessica
>> Wilbanks
>>> at Faithful Security as she has been working with religious leaders
>> and
>>> organizing elements of the religious community.
>>>
>>> I also want to suggest linking up with CATO Institute because they
>> have
>>> been doing a speaking tour on a "Grand Bargain" with Iran all this
>> year
>>> (see attached list of Iran Initiatives for more info). After Chris
>>> Preble's presentation at the Iran meeting yesterday, there seemed to
>> be
>>> broad consensus that we should have a cross‐country tour as a public
>>> education effort on Iran. I propose that we organize all of the
>>> groups working on Iran to get behind this tour and make it "THE"
>>> speaking
>> tour.
>>> There is no need to reinvent the wheel and Stephen Kinzer is an
>>> excellent resource as the centerpiece. It would also be good to
>> involve
>>> CATO in organizing as I'm sure they have made connections with
>>> groups across the country and they could also offer suggestions
>>> since they
>> have
>>> done this sort of organizing. They're speakers could also be part of
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>> the
>>> tour. I mentioned the Kinzer Tour to Chris Preble yesterday and he
>>> thought it would be great to link up. Also, CATO is working with AID
>> on
>>> the speaking tours.
>>>
>>> I'm still awaiting a response from Shirin Ebadi about whether she
>> might
>>> be willing to be a speaker at certain stops. She thinks her Green
>>> Card will come through by February.
>>>
>>> All of our military generals (General Gard, General Johns, General
>> Hoar,
>>> Col. Hauser, etc.) are also willing participate if they're schedules
>>> allow once the dates have been finalized and I will be delighted to
>> help
>>> finalize their participation.
>>>
>>> On the legislative front, over the next couple of weeks I'm working
>>> to get a new bipartisan bill on diplomacy introduced into both
>>> chambers, which I think will be a better option than trying to pick
>>> one of the bills calling for Congressional authorization. I will
>>> keep everyone informed as this effort progresses.
>>>
>>> All the best,
>>>
>>> Carah
>>>
>>> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
>>> From: Chelsea [mailto:chelsea@justforeignpolicy.org]
>>> Sent: Friday, November 09, 2007 5:34 PM
>>> To: Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org; TeteA28@aol.com;
>>> sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org; vicente@aidemocracy.org;
>>> Ishorr@PSR.org; Carah Ong; Kfuchs@Peace‐Action.org;
>>> marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org
>>> Cc: selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin
>> Martin;
>>> patrick mcelwee; Robert Naiman
>>> Subject: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>>
>>> Hello,
>>>
>>> I'm happy to finally send you a draft list of target cities for the
>>> Kinzer Iran tour. The below cities are listed because we felt that
>>> they are strategic places to bring the message. However, we do not
>>> know if
>> there
>>> is
>>> local group support in all of them. The real determination of going
>> to
>>> a
>>> place will be if we can find organized local groups to make it happen.
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>>
>>> Thanks to Peace Action and Physicians for Social Responsibility, we
>> have
>>> an
>>> indication of that in some of the places. If you have chapters in
>>> any of these places or know of great groups there, we would love to
>>> work with them on a tour stop. Of course, if you think we missed an
>>> important
>> location
>>> or
>>> have other ideas, please feel free to share them.
>>>
>>> As for dates, we think that starting after Super Tuesday (Feb 5th)
>> will
>>> be
>>> better for us in terms of not competing in the media with the
>> primaries.
>>>
>>> Stephen is still working on clearing his schedule at that point, so
>>> it is not yet confirmed.
>>>
>>> I look forward to your feedback.
>>>
>>> All the best,
>>> Chelsea
>>>
>>> Kinzer Iran Tour Target Cities
>>>
>>> First Tier ‐ Best Options:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> +Los Angeles, CA
>>>
>>> +Chicago, IL
>>>
>>> +Washington, DC
>>>
>>> +San Francisco, CA
>>>
>>> +Maine
>>>
>>> +Manchester or Concord, NH
>>>
>>> +Columbus or Cincinnati, OH
>>>
>>> +Albuquerque, NM
>>>
>>> +St. Paul/Minneapolis (Rochester backup), MN
>>>
>>> +Sarasota, Tampa, Port Charlotte (maybe also Tallassee or Miami), FL
>>>
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>>> +Fort Collins, Loveland (Denver backup), CO
>>>
>>> +Reno or Carson City, NV
>>>
>>> +Omaha, NE (if we can get Hagel to speak)
>>>
>>> +Somewhere in VA outside of the DC area (if we can get Webb to
>>> +speak)
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Second Tier ‐ Other Good Places:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> +Seattle, WA
>>>
>>> +Raleigh (Durham), NC
>>>
>>> +Baltimore, MD
>>>
>>> +Portland (Salem), OR
>>>
>>> +Baton Rouge or New Orleans, LA
>>>
>>> +Rochester, NY
>>>
>>> +Pittsburgh, PA
>>>
>>> +Urbana/Champaign, IL
>>>
>>> +Green Bay, WI
>>>
>>> +Bloomington, IN
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ‐‐‐
>>> Just Foreign Policy
>>> www.justforeignpolicy.org
>>> 202.448.2898
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>> ‐‐
>> Leila Zand
>> Iran Program Coordinator
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>> Fellowship Of Reconciliation
>> Box 271 (521 N‐Broadway)
>> Nyack, New York 10960
>> 845‐358‐4601 Ex.27
>> Fax: 845‐358‐4924
>> E‐mail: Iran@forusa.org
>> www.forusa.org
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
> ‐‐
> Leila Zand
> Iran Program Coordinator
> Fellowship Of Reconciliation
> Box 271 (521 N‐Broadway)
> Nyack, New York 10960
> 845‐358‐4601 Ex.27
> Fax: 845‐358‐4924
> E‐mail: Iran@forusa.org
> www.forusa.org

Vicente Garcia
Program Director, Peace and Security
Americans for Informed Democracy
701 Cathedral Street, L3
Baltimore, MD 21201
Tel: 410‐962‐8770
Fax: 410‐962‐8771
E‐Mail: vicente@aidemocracy.org
www.aidemocracy.org
Awareness. Advocacy. Action
Leaders of tomorrow creating change today.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Leila Zand <lzand@forvps.welcome2htn.net>
Wednesday, November 14, 2007 10:26 AM
Carah Ong
Chelsea; Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org; TeteA28@aol.com;
sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org; vicente@aidemocracy.org; Ishorr@PSR.org;
Kfuchs@Peace-Action.org; marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org;
btalebi@niacouncil.org; selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin
Martin; patrick mcelwee; Robert Naiman
RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets

I would like to know what do you think about Scott Ritter as co‐speaker, probably in NY.
leila

On Nov 14 11:54, "Carah Ong" <cong@armscontrolcenter.org> wrote:
>
> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>
> I think all of those cities are good choices. Has anyone reached out
> to Friends Committee on National Legislation and Women's Action for
> New Directions? They may also have chapters in these cities. Are there
> other organizations with chapter groups who should be involved (like
> American Friends Service Committee and World Council of Churches)? At
> the Iran meeting yesterday, it was suggested that we also involve
> religious groups in our efforts, perhaps we should also bring in
> Jessica Wilbanks at Faithful Security as she has been working with
> religious leaders and organizing elements of the religious community.
>
> I also want to suggest linking up with CATO Institute because they
> have been doing a speaking tour on a "Grand Bargain" with Iran all
> this year (see attached list of Iran Initiatives for more info). After
> Chris Preble's presentation at the Iran meeting yesterday, there
> seemed to be broad consensus that we should have a cross‐country tour
> as a public education effort on Iran. I propose that we organize all
> of the groups working on Iran to get behind this tour and make it "THE" speaking tour.
> There is no need to reinvent the wheel and Stephen Kinzer is an
> excellent resource as the centerpiece. It would also be good to
> involve CATO in organizing as I'm sure they have made connections with
> groups across the country and they could also offer suggestions since
> they have done this sort of organizing. They're speakers could also be
> part of the tour. I mentioned the Kinzer Tour to Chris Preble
> yesterday and he thought it would be great to link up. Also, CATO is
> working with AID on the speaking tours.
>
> I'm still awaiting a response from Shirin Ebadi about whether she
> might be willing to be a speaker at certain stops. She thinks her
> Green Card will come through by February.
>
> All of our military generals (General Gard, General Johns, General
> Hoar, Col. Hauser, etc.) are also willing participate if they're
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> schedules allow once the dates have been finalized and I will be
> delighted to help finalize their participation.
>
> On the legislative front, over the next couple of weeks I'm working to
> get a new bipartisan bill on diplomacy introduced into both chambers,
> which I think will be a better option than trying to pick one of the
> bills calling for Congressional authorization. I will keep everyone
> informed as this effort progresses.
>
> All the best,
>
> Carah
>
> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
> From: Chelsea [mailto:chelsea@justforeignpolicy.org]
> Sent: Friday, November 09, 2007 5:34 PM
> To: Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org; TeteA28@aol.com;
> sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org; vicente@aidemocracy.org;
> Ishorr@PSR.org; Carah Ong; Kfuchs@Peace‐Action.org;
> marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org
> Cc: selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin
> Martin; patrick mcelwee; Robert Naiman
> Subject: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>
> Hello,
>
> I'm happy to finally send you a draft list of target cities for the
> Kinzer Iran tour. The below cities are listed because we felt that
> they are strategic places to bring the message. However, we do not
> know if there is local group support in all of them. The real
> determination of going to a place will be if we can find organized
> local groups to make it happen.
> Thanks to Peace Action and Physicians for Social Responsibility, we
> have an indication of that in some of the places. If you have
> chapters in any of these places or know of great groups there, we
> would love to work with them on a tour stop. Of course, if you think
> we missed an important location or have other ideas, please feel free
> to share them.
>
> As for dates, we think that starting after Super Tuesday (Feb 5th)
> will be better for us in terms of not competing in the media with the
> primaries.
>
> Stephen is still working on clearing his schedule at that point, so it
> is not yet confirmed.
>
> I look forward to your feedback.
>
> All the best,
> Chelsea
>
> Kinzer Iran Tour Target Cities
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>
> First Tier ‐ Best Options:
>
>
>
> +Los Angeles, CA
>
> +Chicago, IL
>
> +Washington, DC
>
> +San Francisco, CA
>
> +Maine
>
> +Manchester or Concord, NH
>
> +Columbus or Cincinnati, OH
>
> +Albuquerque, NM
>
> +St. Paul/Minneapolis (Rochester backup), MN
>
> +Sarasota, Tampa, Port Charlotte (maybe also Tallassee or Miami), FL
>
> +Fort Collins, Loveland (Denver backup), CO
>
> +Reno or Carson City, NV
>
> +Omaha, NE (if we can get Hagel to speak)
>
> +Somewhere in VA outside of the DC area (if we can get Webb to speak)
>
>
>
>
>
> Second Tier ‐ Other Good Places:
>
>
>
> +Seattle, WA
>
> +Raleigh (Durham), NC
>
> +Baltimore, MD
>
> +Portland (Salem), OR
>
> +Baton Rouge or New Orleans, LA
>
> +Rochester, NY
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>
> +Pittsburgh, PA
>
> +Urbana/Champaign, IL
>
> +Green Bay, WI
>
> +Bloomington, IN
>
>
>
> ‐‐‐
> Just Foreign Policy
> www.justforeignpolicy.org
> 202.448.2898
>
>
>
>
>
‐‐
Leila Zand
Iran Program Coordinator
Fellowship Of Reconciliation
Box 271 (521 N‐Broadway)
Nyack, New York 10960
845‐358‐4601 Ex.27
Fax: 845‐358‐4924
E‐mail: Iran@forusa.org
www.forusa.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Vicente Garcia <vicente@aidemocracy.org>
Wednesday, November 14, 2007 2:16 PM
Leila Zand; Carah Ong
Chelsea; Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org; TeteA28@aol.com;
sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org; Ishorr@PSR.org; Kfuchs@Peace-Action.org;
marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org;
selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin Martin; patrick mcelwee;
Robert Naiman
Re: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets

Indeed, AID is working with CATO for several events and I think Chris would be a great addition. It would also be
powerful if we had the generals attend and reinforce the message.
In the spirit of collaboration, Americans for Informed Democracy (AID) will be hosting an event that compliments this
bigger event with Stephen Kinzer (and perhaps with CATO) that I wanted to briefly mention. In March we will be hosting
a videoconference with 150 students from the swing states of Florida, Ohio, New Mexico, and Colorado that will
culminate in a 3‐day summit in late July in Washington, DC, to engage those students in the advocacy of using diplomacy
in Iran to deter nuclear proliferation. It will consist of distinguished panels, discussions, birddog training, lobbying
workshops, film screenings, and a trip to the Hill. Each participant is to return to their state and take proactive steps
towards making their voices heard by the presidential candidates and their greater communities.
It would be great to mention this in the events that we have for Stephen Kinzer as another form of action and next
steps. I am in the beginning planning stages of the video conference, DC summit, and follow‐up events so please contact
me if you and/or your organization would like more information on how to become involved.
Thanks,
‐Vicente
On 11/14/07 3:49 PM, "Leila Zand" <lzand@forvps.welcome2htn.net> wrote:
> Thanks everyone. I understand your points.
> leila
>
> On Nov 14 13:40, "Carah Ong" <cong@armscontrolcenter.org> wrote:
>>
>> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>
>> I know that Scott Ritter has been doing quite a bit of talking on
>> Iran, but quite honestly, I haven't seen his messaging. Provided it's
>> on point, he would certainly be a good speaker.
>>
>> All the best,
>>
>> Carah
>>
>> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
>> From: Leila Zand [mailto:lzand@forvps.welcome2htn.net]
>> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2007 1:26 PM
>> To: Carah Ong
>> Cc: Chelsea; Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org;
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>> TeteA28@aol.com; sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org;
>> vicente@aidemocracy.org; Ishorr@PSR.org; Kfuchs@Peace‐Action.org;
>> marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org;
>> selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin Martin;
>> patrick mcelwee; Robert Naiman
>> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>
>> I would like to know what do you think about Scott Ritter as
>> co‐speaker, probably in NY.
>> leila
>>
>>
>> On Nov 14 11:54, "Carah Ong" <cong@armscontrolcenter.org> wrote:
>>>
>>> Subject: RE: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>>
>>> I think all of those cities are good choices. Has anyone reached out
>> to
>>> Friends Committee on National Legislation and Women's Action for New
>>> Directions? They may also have chapters in these cities. Are there
>> other
>>> organizations with chapter groups who should be involved (like
>> American
>>> Friends Service Committee and World Council of Churches)? At the
>>> Iran meeting yesterday, it was suggested that we also involve
>>> religious groups in our efforts, perhaps we should also bring in
>>> Jessica
>> Wilbanks
>>> at Faithful Security as she has been working with religious leaders
>> and
>>> organizing elements of the religious community.
>>>
>>> I also want to suggest linking up with CATO Institute because they
>> have
>>> been doing a speaking tour on a "Grand Bargain" with Iran all this
>> year
>>> (see attached list of Iran Initiatives for more info). After Chris
>>> Preble's presentation at the Iran meeting yesterday, there seemed to
>> be
>>> broad consensus that we should have a cross‐country tour as a public
>>> education effort on Iran. I propose that we organize all of the
>>> groups working on Iran to get behind this tour and make it "THE"
>>> speaking
>> tour.
>>> There is no need to reinvent the wheel and Stephen Kinzer is an
>>> excellent resource as the centerpiece. It would also be good to
>> involve
>>> CATO in organizing as I'm sure they have made connections with
>>> groups across the country and they could also offer suggestions
>>> since they
>> have
>>> done this sort of organizing. They're speakers could also be part of
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>> the
>>> tour. I mentioned the Kinzer Tour to Chris Preble yesterday and he
>>> thought it would be great to link up. Also, CATO is working with AID
>> on
>>> the speaking tours.
>>>
>>> I'm still awaiting a response from Shirin Ebadi about whether she
>> might
>>> be willing to be a speaker at certain stops. She thinks her Green
>>> Card will come through by February.
>>>
>>> All of our military generals (General Gard, General Johns, General
>> Hoar,
>>> Col. Hauser, etc.) are also willing participate if they're schedules
>>> allow once the dates have been finalized and I will be delighted to
>> help
>>> finalize their participation.
>>>
>>> On the legislative front, over the next couple of weeks I'm working
>>> to get a new bipartisan bill on diplomacy introduced into both
>>> chambers, which I think will be a better option than trying to pick
>>> one of the bills calling for Congressional authorization. I will
>>> keep everyone informed as this effort progresses.
>>>
>>> All the best,
>>>
>>> Carah
>>>
>>> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
>>> From: Chelsea [mailto:chelsea@justforeignpolicy.org]
>>> Sent: Friday, November 09, 2007 5:34 PM
>>> To: Mossadegh Project; eblout@niacouncil.org; TeteA28@aol.com;
>>> sue@unitedforpeaceandjustice.org; vicente@aidemocracy.org;
>>> Ishorr@PSR.org; Carah Ong; Kfuchs@Peace‐Action.org;
>>> marceline@aidemocracy.org; lzand@forusa.org; btalebi@niacouncil.org
>>> Cc: selzam@studioselzam.com; santi@justforeignpolicy.org; Kevin
>> Martin;
>>> patrick mcelwee; Robert Naiman
>>> Subject: Draft Kinzer Iran Tour Targets
>>>
>>> Hello,
>>>
>>> I'm happy to finally send you a draft list of target cities for the
>>> Kinzer Iran tour. The below cities are listed because we felt that
>>> they are strategic places to bring the message. However, we do not
>>> know if
>> there
>>> is
>>> local group support in all of them. The real determination of going
>> to
>>> a
>>> place will be if we can find organized local groups to make it happen.
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>>
>>> Thanks to Peace Action and Physicians for Social Responsibility, we
>> have
>>> an
>>> indication of that in some of the places. If you have chapters in
>>> any of these places or know of great groups there, we would love to
>>> work with them on a tour stop. Of course, if you think we missed an
>>> important
>> location
>>> or
>>> have other ideas, please feel free to share them.
>>>
>>> As for dates, we think that starting after Super Tuesday (Feb 5th)
>> will
>>> be
>>> better for us in terms of not competing in the media with the
>> primaries.
>>>
>>> Stephen is still working on clearing his schedule at that point, so
>>> it is not yet confirmed.
>>>
>>> I look forward to your feedback.
>>>
>>> All the best,
>>> Chelsea
>>>
>>> Kinzer Iran Tour Target Cities
>>>
>>> First Tier ‐ Best Options:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> +Los Angeles, CA
>>>
>>> +Chicago, IL
>>>
>>> +Washington, DC
>>>
>>> +San Francisco, CA
>>>
>>> +Maine
>>>
>>> +Manchester or Concord, NH
>>>
>>> +Columbus or Cincinnati, OH
>>>
>>> +Albuquerque, NM
>>>
>>> +St. Paul/Minneapolis (Rochester backup), MN
>>>
>>> +Sarasota, Tampa, Port Charlotte (maybe also Tallassee or Miami), FL
>>>
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>>> +Fort Collins, Loveland (Denver backup), CO
>>>
>>> +Reno or Carson City, NV
>>>
>>> +Omaha, NE (if we can get Hagel to speak)
>>>
>>> +Somewhere in VA outside of the DC area (if we can get Webb to
>>> +speak)
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Second Tier ‐ Other Good Places:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> +Seattle, WA
>>>
>>> +Raleigh (Durham), NC
>>>
>>> +Baltimore, MD
>>>
>>> +Portland (Salem), OR
>>>
>>> +Baton Rouge or New Orleans, LA
>>>
>>> +Rochester, NY
>>>
>>> +Pittsburgh, PA
>>>
>>> +Urbana/Champaign, IL
>>>
>>> +Green Bay, WI
>>>
>>> +Bloomington, IN
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> ‐‐‐
>>> Just Foreign Policy
>>> www.justforeignpolicy.org
>>> 202.448.2898
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>> ‐‐
>> Leila Zand
>> Iran Program Coordinator
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>> Fellowship Of Reconciliation
>> Box 271 (521 N‐Broadway)
>> Nyack, New York 10960
>> 845‐358‐4601 Ex.27
>> Fax: 845‐358‐4924
>> E‐mail: Iran@forusa.org
>> www.forusa.org
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
> ‐‐
> Leila Zand
> Iran Program Coordinator
> Fellowship Of Reconciliation
> Box 271 (521 N‐Broadway)
> Nyack, New York 10960
> 845‐358‐4601 Ex.27
> Fax: 845‐358‐4924
> E‐mail: Iran@forusa.org
> www.forusa.org

Vicente Garcia
Program Director, Peace and Security
Americans for Informed Democracy
701 Cathedral Street, L3
Baltimore, MD 21201
Tel: 410‐962‐8770
Fax: 410‐962‐8771
E‐Mail: vicente@aidemocracy.org
www.aidemocracy.org
Awareness. Advocacy. Action
Leaders of tomorrow creating change today.
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